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A B S T R A C T

Abstract reasoning requires a pattern of spatial and temporal coordination among regions across the entire brain.
Recent evidence suggests a very high similarity between spontaneous and evoked brain activity in humans,
implying that a fine characterization of brain dynamics recorded during resting-state might be informative for
the understanding of evoked behavior. In a recent work, we listed and detailed the sets of regions showing robust
co-activation during the solution of fluid intelligence (gf) tasks, decomposing such meta-analytic maps in sti-
mulus- and reasoning stage-specific sub-maps. However, while anatomical overlap with well-known resting-state
fMRI networks (RSNs) has been documented, we here propose a quantitative validation of such findings via
functional connectivity analysis in a sample of healthy participants. Results highlight a striking degree of si-
milarity between the connectivity profile of the gf network and that of the dorsal attention network, with ad-
ditional overlap with the left and right fronto-parietal control networks. Interestingly, a strong negative cor-
relation with structures of the default mode network (DMN) was also identified. Results of regression models
built on two independent fMRI datasets confirmed the negative correlation between gf regions and medial
prefrontal structures of the DMN as a significant predictor of individual gf scores. These might suggest a fra-
mework to interpret previously reported aging-related decline in both gf and the correlation between “task-
positive” networks and DMN, possibly pointing to a common neurophysiological substrate.

1. Introduction

Fluid intelligence (gf) represents the ability to solve problems re-
gardless of previously acquired knowledge (Cattell, 1963). This ability
contributes to efficient encoding of new information and its manip-
ulation, constituting a pivotal component of human cognition with
strong predictive power over both educational and professional success
(Deary, 2008). At the same time, gf also represents one of the most
elusive cognitive constructs, where theoretical and psychometric defi-
nitions have challenged scientists for half a century. While its theore-
tical definition seems challenging, with theories suggesting both uni-
and multi-factorial nature of gf, its neurobiological underpinnings are
probably even less understood. Modern technologies in neuroscience
allow researchers to investigate brain activity at different spatial and

temporal scales, allowing for inference about what, where, when and
how gf resides in the human brain. Studies have provided correlates at
the structural level, showing gf-related variability in the shape and
volume of gray and white matter structures (Colom et al., 2009, 2013).
Hypotheses about metabolic correlates of gf have been proposed as
well, with evidence of a counterintuitive decrease in brain activity in
higher gf individuals; a concept now well-accepted in the framework of
a brain efficiency theory of intelligence (Haier et al., 1988). Studies
investigating electrical brain activity using electroencephalography
(EEG) have shown correlations with activity in specific frequency bands
(Thatcher, Palmero-Soler, North, & Biver, 2016), as well as the im-
portance of the coupling between multiple brain oscillatory patterns
(Anja Pahor & Jaušovec, 2014). Finally, works looking at both evoked
and spontaneous brain activity using functional magnetic resonance
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imaging (fMRI) (Cole, Yarkoni, Repovs, Anticevic, & Braver, 2012;
Ebisch et al., 2012; Geake &Hansen, 2005, 2010; Preusse, Meer,
Deshpande, Krueger, &Wartenburger, 2011), (Hearne,
Mattingley, & Cocchi, 2016), have shown the relevance of a network of
regions belonging to a so-called “parieto-frontal” network. This net-
work, mostly involving brain regions of the prefrontal and parietal
lobes bilaterally (Colom et al., 2013) (Vakhtin, Ryman, Flores, & Jung,
2014), resembles the map supporting the parieto-frontal integration
theory (P-FIT) of general intelligence by Jung and Haier (2007), ad-
vancing the field a step closer to understanding the brain functional
correlates of gf.

Recently, a fine characterization of such networks has been also
proposed via a quantitative meta-analysis, including different anatomo-
functional maps representing gf-related processing at the cortical and
subcortical levels. The maps also include sub-maps specifically showing
average brain activations for different types of reasoning (e.g. verbal vs
visuospatial), those crucially recruited where more challenging trials
are faced, as well as those engaged in different processing stages (i.e.
Rule inference and Rule application) (Santarnecchi,
Emmendorfer, & Pascual-Leone, 2017). This might help define within-
and between-network dynamics subtending gf abilities, as well as tar-
gets for cognitive training (Anguera & Gazzaley, 2015) and brain sti-
mulation interventions (Filmer, Dux, &Mattingley, 2014; Santarnecchi
et al., 2015).

However, while such an anatomo-functional atlas of evoked activity
provides useful information for understanding the brain correlates of gf,
recent studies have also shown links between individual variability in gf
abilities and the spontaneous organization of brain activity, as the one
measured within the framework of functional connectivity functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analysis (van den
Heuvel & Hulshoff Pol, 2010). Looking at the brain's spontaneous pat-
terns of metabolic activity might be informative about - and even pre-
dict - individual evoked activity during sensorimotor and cognitive
tasks (Fox et al., 2005), (Allen et al., 2014; Finn et al., 2015; Shirer,
Ryali, Rykhlevskaia, Menon, & Greicius, 2012). Such intrinsic activity is
thought to reflect not only the past experiences of each individual brain
as a complex system, but it also forms the functional foundation from
those evoked patterns which the brain will generate for future goal-
oriented behavior (Tavor et al., 2016). Differently from canonical task-
fMRI paradigms, where the signal is derived by contrasting brain ac-
tivity during active and passive states, this approach relies on en-
dogenous brain oscillations recorded during spontaneous brain activity,
giving rise to a complex pattern of temporally and spatially in-
dependent resting-state networks (RSN) (Biswal et al., 2010). Such in-
trinsic organization of spontaneous brain activity is captured within the
framework of brain connectivity analysis (Achard & Bullmore, 2007).
Individual functional connectivity profiles have been proven reliable
over multiple sessions (Braun et al., 2012), (Choe et al., 2015), holding
enough information to identify pathological conditions (e.g. multiple
sclerosis (Bonavita et al., 2016), schizophrenia (Bassett et al., 2008) and
Alzheimer (Agosta et al., 2012)) as well as brain correlates of several
cognitive (Santarnecchi, Polizzotto, Rossi, & Rossi, 2014),
(Santarnecchi, Rossi, & Rossi, 2015; Yuan et al., 2012) and psycholo-
gical traits (Adelstein et al., 2011).

An overview of the role played by regions activated during different
gf tasks with respect to existing RSNs is not available to date, with
recent meta-analytic data suggesting a major contribution by regions of
the attention, salience and fronto-parietal control networks
(Santarnecchi et al., 2017). However, thiss evidence, based on anato-
mical overlay between group-level RSNs maps and meta-analytic gf
maps (using the activation likelihood estimate – ALE method), does not
provide a comparison of actual functional connectivity patterns in hu-
mans and must be validated using real fMRI data. These, among other
questions, should be answered: (i) Does the network of brain regions
activated during gf problem-solving also constitute a functional net-
work of positively correlated nodes at rest? (ii) Does the functional

profile of gf activation maps resemble those of specific RSNs? (iii) If yes,
which RSNs show higher similarity? Finally, (iv) are the different meta-
analysis maps generated for gf also different in terms of their respective
functional connectivity patterns? To address these questions, we ana-
lyzed resting-state fMRI data from a dataset of healthy participants. We
quantitatively compared the functional connectivity profile of the meta-
analytic gf (ALE) networks and well-known RSNs using a similarity
index, also looking at intra- and inter-network dynamics by means of
canonical functional connectivity metrics and topographical measures
related to modularity and centrality. We predicted gf regions to be
positively correlated at rest, to show similarity with cognitive networks
such as the fronto-parietal control network (FPCN) and the dorsal at-
tention network (DAN), as well as a negative correlation with the de-
fault mode network (DMN).

Moreover, given the link between evoked and spontaneous fMRI
activity (Tavor et al., 2016), we hypothesized that the spontaneous
activity of regions belonging to the ALE task-fMRI gf network would
explain variability in behavioral gf scores. Therefore, separate regres-
sion models based on two independent fMRI datasets collected at
Harvard Medical School (Boston, MA, USA) and University of Siena
School of Medicine (Siena, Italy) were built, predicting individual gf
abilities on the basis of seed-based connectivity patterns of the gf net-
work.

2. Methods

2.1. Connectivity profile of the gf-network

The characterization of the functional connectivity profile of regions
of the gf network (as described in (Santarnecchi et al., 2017), was based
on data from the freely available dataset INDI-NKI Rockland, including
structural and functional MRI data of 207 healthy participants (age 8 to
82). From the NKI-Rockland database, a selection of subjects was made
to ensure (i) an age range between 18 and 55 years old (to focus on
healthy adult individuals), (ii) an equal number of males and females,
given the evidence of interactions between biological sex and in-
tellectual abilities (Haier, Jung, Yeo, Head, & Alkire, 2005), (iii) an
equal distribution of age groups (i.e. participants per decade) and (iv)
that all subjects were right-handed. The selection resulted in a final
sample of 130 right-handed subjects (69 males), with mean age of
36 years (range 18–55, SD = 13). Each contributor's respective ethics
committee approved submission of de-identified data to be im-
plemented into the ICBM dataset in the 1000 Functional Connectomes
Project. The institutional review boards of NYU Langone Medical
Center and New Jersey Medical School approved the receipt and dis-
semination of the data (Song et al., 2012). Details about the MRI pro-
tocols and preprocessing procedures are included in the supplementary
materials.

2.2. Meta-analytic gf maps and regions of interests

We included meta-analytic maps based on activation likelihood
estimate (ALE) technique as published in (Santarnecchi et al., 2017)
and available at (http://www.tmslab.org/SantaLab.php/). Information
about anatomical localization of each cluster and their meaning is
provided in the original report. Each map is available as a nifti (nii)
volumetric file in MNI space; both network and single node level maps
are provided. Specifically, the following maps were used: main fluid
intelligence (gf); gf activation for verbal (vgf) and visuospatial (vsgf)
stimuli; activation during more challenging trials (higher complexity,
HC); fMRI activation while participants infer the organizational prin-
ciple of a given trial (Rule inference phase, RI) as well as when the
newly inferred rule is applied to novel stimuli (Rule application phase,
RA).

For RSNs, binary spatial maps were used following the scheme by
Shirer et al. (2012), thus defining 14 non-overlapping maps
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corresponding to: dorsal and ventral default mode (vDMN, dDMN),
right and left executive control (RECN, LECN), the dorsal and ventral
attention (AN), anterior and posterior salience (AS, PS), basal ganglia
(BG), language (LANG), high and primary visual (HVIS, PVIS), pre-
cuneus (PREC), auditory (AUD) and somatosensory (SM) networks
(Shirer et al., 2012).

It should be noted that different approaches for extracting and la-
beling RSNs have been applied by different research groups over the
last 15 years. For instance, we here consider the AS as a network in-
cluding bilateral insula (mostly referring to its anterior part) and dorsal
anterior cingulate cortex (dACC); according to the work by Dosenbach
and colleagues, the same network, with the inclusion of two anterior
frontal regions corresponding to Brodmann area 9/10, is known as the
cingulo-opercular network. Both names refer to a network associated
with several executive functions, such as rule maintenance (Bunge
et al., 2005), error-related activity and performance monitoring
(Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell,
Carter, & Cohen, 1999; Carter et al., 1998). The same applies to the
LECN and RECN, indicating two lateralized networks resembling the
fronto-parietal control network as originally described by the same
group (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Dosenbach, Fair, Cohen,
Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2008). Both definitions, with the additional dis-
tinction of a left and right component in Shirer et al. (2012), refer to a
network involved in cognitive control, with a specific involvement in
control initiation, flexibility and modulation of response to feedback.
Similarly, the AN identified here reflects the ventral and dorsal atten-
tion network proposed by Corbetta et al., with no differentiation be-
tween a dorsal (including bilateral parietal lobe, frontal eye fields and,
to a lesser degree, parieto-occipital regions) and a ventral part (i.e.
more frontal, including regions of the inferior and middle frontal gyrus)
(Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008). This network is involved in atten-
tion-related processing, playing a major role in both top-down en-
dogenous control of attention (dAN) and stimulus-driven reorienting
(vAN) (Corbetta et al., 2008). Given the very high degree of overlap for
the definition and anatomical localization of AS, AN and L/RECN across
research groups, we will refer to these labels assuming the same con-
clusions are applicable to the cingulo-opercular network, ventral and
dorsal attention networks as well as FPCN, discussing relevant differ-
ence where needed. Finally, another classification has been proposed by
Yeo et al. (2011), including multiple labeling solutions acknowledging
the existence of 7 or up to 17 resting-state fMRI networks. The main
difference with respect to the work by Shirer et al. (2012) concerns the
labeling of a subset of prefrontal regions, classified as part of the FPCN
by Yeo et al. (2011) instead of AN (Shirer et al., 2012; Yeo et al., 2011).
A graphical representation of both solutions and their differences is
available in (Santarnecchi et al., 2017).

2.3. Regions of interest and statistical analysis

The average BOLD time course during resting-state has been re-
trieved for each ROI, namely each single node belonging to the gf, HC,
vgf, vsgf, RI and RA ALE maps. Spontaneous BOLD activity was ex-
tracted both at the network level (e.g. vgf map) and single node level
(i.e. including each region composing vgf as a separate ROI). The first
approach was used when comparing the connectivity profile of a spe-
cific gf map and those of RSNs; single node analysis was performed to
look at connectivity patterns within the gf network as well as while
characterizing modularity structure of gf and RSNs (see paragraph on
modularity). Single node analysis included each node of any gf map
(n = 96) and those of the 14 RSNs (n= 90) by Shirer et al. (2012). For
each model, a general linear model (GLM) including years of education,
gender, age and total brain volume was built. To control for family-wise
error (FWE) caused by the mass-univariate testing between 14 RSNs
and gf maps, the network-based statistics (NBS) approach by Zalesky
(Zalesky et al., 2010) was applied. Differently from the connections-
based FWE control for multiple comparisons, NBS identifies potential

connected structures/networks composed by connections exceeding a
set of chosen thresholds, focusing the analysis on robust, repetitive
functional structures present across all subjects and thus discarding
isolate, potentially spurious connectivities. Here we applied a two-sided
p < 0.05 threshold for pairwise connections and a NBS threshold of
p < 0.05 for F statistics (1000 permutations).

2.4. Similarity analysis

The spatial similarity of seed-based connectivity maps for gf and
RSNs was calculated using a metric similar to the DICE index (Dice,
1945). The comparison of weighted, unthresholded connectivity maps
at the single voxel level requires taking into account not only spatial
similarity, but also similarity of connectivity sign. Therefore, a simi-
larity index was obtained by computing the product of each voxel's
value across two maps (e.g. voxel j in the gf and DAN maps), resulting
in a map where positive values represent voxels with the same sign in
both maps, while negative ones represent opposite signs (e.g. positive
connectivity value in voxel j in gf, negative in DAN). The magnitude of
the similarity index represents the similarity of connectivity strength in
the two maps (e.g. voxel j in gf = 0.5; j in DAN = 0.7; simi-
larity = 0.35).

2.5. Modularity analysis

The presence of anatomical overlap between RSN maps and gf ac-
tivation patterns might suggest similarities in the functional profile of
these regions, however whether such regions belong to the same net-
work may not be a logical consequence when their spontaneous fMRI
activity is considered. Therefore, the connectivity matrices showing
significant connections between any node of the RSNs and gfmaps were
used to verify their degree of affinity with common functional modules.
A modularity index was calculated (Expert, Evans,
Blondel, & Lambiotte, 2011) to identify modules/communities in the
weighted, undirected graph, using the following formula:
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where Aij represents the weight of the edge between i and j, ki = ƩjAij is
the sum of the weights of the edges attached to vertex i, ci is the
community to which vertex i is assigned, the δ-function δ(u, v) is 1 if
u= v and 0 otherwise and m =½ Ʃij Aij. The modularity of a partition
is a scalar value between −1 and 1, measuring the density of links
inside communities/modules as compared to links between them. Given
the predictive power of resting-state patterns over evoked activity
(Tavor et al., 2016), results of the modularity assessment based on
actual fMRI data should resemble those of the anatomical overlap
analysis. Given the overlap between nodes of different gf maps, three
separate models were tested, considering the interactions between RSNs
nodes and (i) gf&HC, (ii) vgf& vsgf, (iii) RI & RA.

Moreover, we aimed to identify nodes of the gf network with high
centrality, reflecting brain regions showing a significant number of
connections (i.e. functional connectivities) with other network nodes
(Bullmore & Sporns, 2012). By computing the weighted degree of each
node, this could help identify a core set of regions which potentially act
as hubs for intelligence processing.

2.6. fMRI-based prediction of individual gf scores

In order to test the predictive power of gf-related regions over be-
havioral gf performance, two independent fMRI datasets including
resting-state fMRI and cognitive data were used to provide more robust
estimate. Data collected as part of two initiatives respectively (i)
looking at the possibility of enhancing gf via a combination of cognitive
training and non-invasive brain stimulation (i.e. “Strengthening Human
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Adaptive Reasoning and Problem Solving” - SHARP study funded by
IARPA, collected at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA, USA; “SHARP” dataset hereafter), and (ii)
investigating a possible link between spontaneous fMRI connectivity,
cognitive profile and response to brain stimulation (i.e. APOLLO study,
collected at the University of Siena, Italy; “Siena” dataset hereafter).
Both initiatives included the acquisition of resting-state fMRI data and
cognitive scores focused on gf and executive functions. The SHARP
dataset includes 84 healthy participants (mean age 29 years, range 21
to 49, SD = 12; mean education 15 years, range 11 to 23, SD = 3) with
fMRI data and two gf measures, namely the Raven Advanced
Progressive Matrices (RAPM) and the Sandia matrix (Matzen et al.,
2010); the Siena dataset includes 130 healthy participants (mean age
25 years, range 19 to 32, SD = 7; mean education 16 years, range 14 to
23, SD = 3) with fMRI data and RAPM scores. In SHARP, the average
RAPM score was 0.77 (SD = 0.14), while the Sandia was 0.64
(SD = 0.17); in Siena, average RAPM scores was 0.54 (SD = 0.15). To
provide estimates of the correlation between connectivity and behavior
as test-unspecific as possible, RAPM and Sandia scores were averaged in
the SHARP dataset. A regression analysis was computed by including
the BOLD time course of the gf-network and individual gf scores, in
each dataset. Age, gender and education were included as covariates in
both regression models. Statistics was calculated using a two-sided
p < 0.05 (False Discovery Rate correction) for single voxels and
p < 0.05 (Family-Wise Error correction) at the cluster level. Details
about the fMRI protocols for the SHARP and Siena datasets, as well as
preprocessing procedures are included as part of the supplementary
materials.

3. Results

3.1. gf network connectivity at rest

Within-gf network connectivity. Analysis of functional connectivity
patterns between nodes of the gf network revealed a positively
correlated structure, suggesting that regions activated during ab-
stract reasoning are also correlated during spontaneous brain ac-
tivity (Fig. 1A–B). Analysis of nodal degree highlighted two major
hubs within the network, located in the inferior frontal gyrus (BA6)
[F(1130) = 6.246, p < 0.05] and inferior parietal lobule (BA40)
[F(1130) = 5.145, p < 0.05] (Fig. 1B).
gf network and the rest of the brain. By using the entire gf network
as a single region of interest, seed-to-voxel connectivity maps were
computed (Fig. 1C), showing a pattern of positive connectivity be-
tween nodes of the gf network (mostly in fronto-parietal structures,
temporo-occipital junction and fronto-opercular regions) (Fig. 1C, in
red). Interestingly, a strong negative correlation with structures
resembling the default mode network was also identified, with an
emphasis on medial regions such as the posterior cingulate, pre-
cuneus, anterior cingulate and medial prefrontal cortices (Fig. 1C, in
blue).

3.2. gf and resting-state functional networks

Fronto-parietal RSNs. Cortical and subcortical maps for multiple
RSNs were computed, allowing a comparison with gf network con-
nectivity profile. As visible in Fig. 2, the gf network shows high si-
milarity with multiple RSNs composed by regions of the prefrontal
and parietal lobes of the brain. Highest similarity seems present for
the DAN, while an opposite connectivity pattern is present for the
DMN. As suggested by quantitative anatomical overlap
(Santarnecchi et al., 2017), prefrontal regions of the gf network also
show similarity with the AS and left EC networks, suggesting more
specific matching in the parietal lobes (with DAN) and more dis-
tributed overlap in the prefrontal lobe. The DICE similarity analysis
(Fig. 3) confirmed the same pattern, with higher overlap between gf

and DAN, LECN and RECN, followed by BG, AS and PS networks.

Primary sensory and language RSNs. As visible in Fig. 4, a there is a
significantly lower similarity between the gf network and RSNs re-
lated to language, visual, auditory and sensorimotor processing. The
same applies for RSNs involving activity of the basal ganglia and the
posterior salience network.

Functional connectivity results. Figs. 2–4 visually highlight the si-
milarity between the gf network and RSNs. A quantitative estimate
of their overlap was done by means of functional connectivity
(Fig. 5) and graph theoretical modularity (Fig. 6) analyses. A con-
nectivity analysis assessing the interaction of each RSN and gf net-
work highlighted a complex pattern of positive and negative inter-
actions across RSNs (p < 0.05, FDR corrected at single node level
and NBS corrected at network level), with the gf network showing a
strong positive connectivity with the DAN. Interestingly, this con-
nection seems to be the strongest among all the pairwise connec-
tions (Fig. 5A). By limiting the analysis to the gf network as the only
seed region, analysis confirmed the high correlation with the DAN
(Fig. 5B), with second best connections involving the AS and left/
right EC network. As shown in Fig. 5B, positive and negative con-
nectivities were grouped on the basis of a functional clustering al-
gorithm, resulting in the aforementioned DAN/ECN cluster, as well
as another – weakly – positively associated set of RSNs including the
AS, PS and BG, and two negatively correlated ones (primary visual
and dorsal DMN).

Modularity analysis. Modularity results are reported by colour-
coding each node in the graph according to its affinity with a given
module (Figs. 6, S1 and S2). As expected, the modularity assessment
showed that gf nodes do not constitute separate communities but are
integrated in modules also including RSN nodes. The modular
structure resembled the small-world topology previously docu-
mented for the human brain (Eguiluz, Chialvo, Cecchi,
Baliki, & Apkarian, 2005), and substantially confirmed the results of
the anatomical overlap. Due to the thresholding procedure operated
via NBS, graphs depicted in Fig. 6 only include RSNs and gf nodes
connected via strong connections, both positive and negative in
nature. The approximate network sparsity of each matrix in Figs. 6,
S1 and S2 are, respectively, 15%, 17% and 13%. Nodes of gf show
highest affinity with three modules including nodes of the AN, AS,
L/RECN and BG networks (Fig. 6). Regions activated during higher
difficulty trials show association with L/RECN, but also modules
including BG, AUD, PS and SM nodes (Fig. 6). The vast majority of
vgf and vsgf nodes belongs to a module including AN, vDMN, L/
RECN, BG and precuneus nodes (Fig. S1); remaining nodes show
affiliation with different modules composed by d/vDMN, PS and
HVIS networks. Finally, RI and RA nodes reflect the pattern high-
lighted by anatomical overlap: RI shows almost an exclusive asso-
ciation with AN nodes, while RA nodes are included in modules with
v/dDMN, LANG, PS, AS, BG and SM (Fig. S2).

3.3. Connectivity profile of gf sub-networks

The connectivity profile of different gf maps derived using the ALE
meta-analysis framework is displayed in Fig. 7. The maps referred to
brain activations for (i) different types of stimuli (verbal and visuo-
spatial), (ii) different trial difficulties, as well as (iii) non-overlapping
processing stages (Rule inference and Rule application), and reveal high
similarity with the overall gf network, except for the Rule application
network which displays strong connectivity within the primary visual
network and a negligible recruitment of fronto-parietal structures. In-
terestingly, processing based on visuo-spatial stimuli showed stronger
positive connectivity with bilateral frontal eye fields, compared to
verbal gf connectivity. Finally, problem solving involving more
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complex trials engages a network of bilateral fronto-parietal regions
still resembling the DAN, but with a stronger involvement of regions in
the right hemisphere, and stronger positive connectivity within the
network overall.

3.4. Behavioral correlation

Results for the SHARP (A) and Siena (B) datasets are displayed in
Fig. 8. The regression model identified similar patterns of negative
correlations between spontaneous activity of the gf network and the
inferior-medial prefrontal cortex in both datasets, as well as temporal
pole and left angular gyrus in the Siena dataset. The two models yielded
predictive power over gf scores by explaining ~23% and 14% variance
in gf for, respectively, the SHARP and Siena data. The negative corre-
lation suggests that individuals with stronger negative correlations
between gf and the aforementioned regions score higher at behavioral
gf assessment (see scatterplots in Fig. 8). The R2 values were calculated
by including the time series of the inferior-medial prefrontal lobe
cluster overlapping in the SHARP and Siena datasets.

4. Discussion

In a recent investigation, we reviewed the literature about fMRI
activation studies related to gf and derived meta-analytic spatial maps
representing the anatomical localization of cognitive processes related
to abstract reasoning (Santarnecchi et al., 2017). In the present study,
we expanded such findings by investigating the relationship between
functional connectivity patterns of gf-related maps and those of well-
known resting-state fMRI networks. Moreover, we investigated the link
between the connectivity profile of the gf network and individual gf

scores in two independent datasets. The gf network showed positive
correlations between its nodes at rest. Visual and quantitative analyses
also revealed a major similarity with multiple fronto-parietal RSNs,
with high overlap with the dorsal attention and left/right executive
control networks. The strength of the negative correlation between gf
regions and inferior-medial prefrontal regions of the default mode
network also explained variability in gf scores in both datasets. We here
discuss potential implications, including those related to target selec-
tion in cognitive enhancement studies based on non-invasive brain
stimulation. For a discussion about hemispheric distribution of each gf
map, the role of subcortical structures as well as of language-related
and cerebellar regions, we refer to the discussion section in the original
report.

4.1. Fluid intelligence and resting-state brain networks

Starting with the first neuroimaging evidence of gf-related activa-
tions using PET imaging (Haier et al., 1988), a major role for regions in
the prefrontal and parietal lobes of the brain has been suggested and
supported by extensive literature (Jung &Haier, 2007) (Colom et al.,
2009). Given that prefrontal and parietal regions engage in wide cog-
nitive functions, such a fronto-parietal-centric view of human in-
telligence seems a reasonable assumption. However, functional overlap
between gf activation maps and RSNs show the involvement of multiple
functional networks potentially responsible for different, non-over-
lapping components of gf processing. Most importantly, in the era of
functional connectivity and network neuroscience, the localization of
brain correlates of gf in the form of network-related dynamics has be-
come crucial (Achard & Bullmore, 2007; Sporns, 2013). The present
findings suggest a few interesting insights about the relationship

Fig. 1. Functional connectivity profile of gf network. Analysis was based on the original meta-analysis map representing the average fMRI activation published in (Santarnecchi et al.,
2017) (A) Functional connectivity including all the nodes of the gf network highlighted a positively correlated network at rest (B) with highest centrality values for two regions in the
frontal and parietal lobe of the brain (inset). (C) Seed-based connectivity using the entire gf network as a region of interest shows strong positive correlations among nodes of the network
(yellow-red values) and a negative correlation with medial structures resembling the default mode network (DMN, blue values). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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between gf and brain connectivity. First of all, we confirmed that re-
gions commonly co-activated during gf problem solving also show po-
sitive resting-state correlations, in agreement with recent evidence
suggesting the high resemblance of evoked and spontaneous activity in
the human brain (Tavor et al., 2016). Moreover, this also allowed the
identification of regions of high connectivity within the gf network,
suggesting regions in the left inferior frontal lobe and inferior parietal
lobule as primary network hubs, and reinforcing the pivotal role for left
fronto-parietal regions (Jung &Haier, 2007). Moreover, analysis of the
connectivity between the gf network and the rest of the brain have
confirmed the pattern previously observed via anatomical overlap
analysis (Santarnecchi et al., 2017), suggesting a higher degree of si-
milarity between gf regions and three fronto-parietal resting-state net-
works, namely the dorsal attention (as conceptualized by Corbetta and
colleagues), and the left/right executive control networks (by Shirer
et al., corresponding to the fronto-parietal control network in Do-
senbach et al.).

The high resemblance between gf and DAN suggests a need for more
specific labels than “fronto-parietal”, which intuitively suggest the
primary – or exclusive – involvement of regions involved in cognitive

control, i.e. nodes of the left-right executive control networks. Looking
at the specific role of the different DAN components and their relevance
for gf processing, a separation within the attention network is needed.
According to the original work by Corbetta et al. (2008), the attention
network can be decomposed into a dorsal fronto-parietal module (or
dorsal attention, resembling the DAN in the present work), which en-
ables the selection of sensory stimuli based on internal goals or ex-
pectations (i.e. goal-driven attention) and links them to appropriate
motor/cognitive responses; and a ventral fronto-parietal (or ventral
attention) module, detecting salient and behaviorally relevant stimuli
in the environment, especially when unattended (stimulus-driven at-
tention). One implication might be that individual differences in gf are
heavily related to the ability to focus on the task at hand while also
suppressing distractors (both endogenous and exogenous), therefore
maximizing cognitive capacity over relevant information. The compe-
tition model of attention proposes that objects in a visual scene compete
for access to visual short-term memory and that the competition is
biased by top-down signals that promote access of behaviorally relevant
objects (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). These top-down signals interact
with sensory (bottom-up) signals produced by objects in the visual

Fig. 2. gf and fronto-parietal resting state networks. A visual comparison of seed-based connectivity maps for gf network and major resting-state networks loading on prefrontal and
parietal regions is shown. Red and blue colors represent the intensity and polarity of correlations between each network mask (top) and the rest of the brain. As clearly visible, the gf
network shows very high similarity with connectivity profile of the dorsal attention network, especially for its parietal components. Overlap is also visible with activity in the anterior
salience and left fronto-parietal control networks. Interestingly, gf regions show a negative correlation with activity in regions of the default mode network. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the online version of this chapter.)
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Fig. 3. Similarity coefficient. Coefficients for every RSN are shown (A), confirming the higher similarity between gf and DAN, left and right FPCN, as well as the dissimilarity with the
DMN. Graphical overlap with DAN (B), left (C) and right FPCN (D) are also reported. Note: RSN = resting-state network; ventral and dorsal DMN (vDMN, dDMN); right and left executive
control networks (right EC, left EC); dorsal attention network (DAN), anterior and posterior salience networks (AS, PS), basal ganglia network (BG); language network (LANG); high and
primary visual networks (HighVIS, PrimVIS); precuneus network (Precuneus); auditory network (AUD); somatosensory network (SM).

Fig. 4. gf and resting state network. The same visual comparison displayed in Fig. 2 is shown for networks related to sensory processing (visual, auditory and sensorimotor) as well as
language, salience and subcortical activity related to the basal ganglia. In contrast to what was observed with the fronto-parietal resting-state networks, no significant overlap with gf
activation sites seems to be present.
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scene, enabling the target object to be selectively perceived/encoded
and thus get access to memory storage at the expense of unimportant
objects (Bundesen, 1990). Reducing the amount of information actively
maintained in working memory could create cascade effects over higher
order processes related to gf, freeing up computational space for hy-
pothesis testing and validation. Testing more hypotheses might conse-
quently have dramatic impact for cognitive abilities tested using time-
constrained assessment. For instance, evidence of increased BOLD-fMRI
activity in the visual cortex of subjects with high-functioning autism has
been documented as the only significant correlates of their above-
average gf abilities (Soulieres et al. 2009), with increasing trial com-
plexity translating in reallocation of resources towards occipito-tem-
poral regions (Simard, Luck, Mottron, Zeffiro, & Soulieres, 2015). One
hypothesis might be that higher gf abilities are more related to opti-
mization of low-level cognitive processes (visual, auditory, somato-
motor) and their top-down control by attentional systems, than pure
computational power needed for hypothesis testing and validation. At a
more theoretical level, this does not mean individual gf abilities are
more tightly associated with attention per se, with behavioral evidence
addressing the interplay between gf, attention and executive functions
actually showing moderate associations between the three domains (for
a review see (Colom, Chuderski, & Santarnecchi, 2016)). The specific
role regions of the DAN might play in gf processing can only be vali-
dated experimentally, with combined resting-state/activation fMRI
studies.

As for the executive control network (FPCN in Dosenbach et al.), its
role in controlling attention allocation and providing flexibility by ad-
justing response to feedback might be the key to its contribution to gf
processing. Complementary to the cingulo-opercular/anterior salience
network, the ECN is responsible for task engagement and, most im-
portantly, for the online monitoring of cognitive (mostly attentive) re-
sources. Data have shown how regions of the lateral frontal cortex

overlapping with the left/right ECN are active when a cue is evaluated
but attention is not shifted (Woldorff et al., 2004), promoting the idea
of the prefrontal component of the ECN supporting some sort of
shielding against “distractors”, which might represent a fundamental
ability during gf problem solving.

The link with activity within the anterior and posterior salience
networks might be explained by their role in the stable maintenance of
task and rule mode (Bunge et al., 2005), as well as performance mon-
itoring (M. M. Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; M. M.
Botvinick et al., 2004; Carter et al., 1998). In fact, a recent study has
proposed a major role for the salience network in explaining variability
in intelligence (Yuan et al., 2012), whereas the relevance of anterior
salience's nodes, i.e. dACC and anterior insula, have been extensively
associated with cognitive control and error detection in humans given
their involvement in top–down control over sensory (Crottaz-
Herbette &Menon, 2006) and limbic brain regions (Etkin, Egner,
Peraza, Kandel, & Hirsch, 2006). Interestingly, while these functions
might be relevant for the solution of a gf task, the link between these
regions and arousal-related processes has been also considered
(Braver & Barch, 2006). Dosenbach and colleagues have shown these
regions being mostly associated with task-initiation cues and error cues,
a potential proof of their role in both control/monitoring and arousal
(given the relevance of the cues) which is then also maintained at an
above-baseline level throughout the task (Dosenbach et al., 2008,
2006).

In the original ALE map (Santarnecchi et al., 2017), increasing
complexity in gf trials corresponds to increased activity in a network of
regions including the left inferior frontal lobe, left frontal eye fields,
bilateral anterior cingulate cortex and bilateral temporo-occipital
junction fMRI analysis shows positive connectivity in a bilateral fronto-
parietal network, with stronger local connectivity in the right prefrontal
lobe as compared to the main gf network. This information might be

Fig. 5. Functional association at rest. The functional connectivity between gf network and other RSNs is shown, with positive and negative edges representing positive and negative
connectivity at rest. As expected, gf network (gf_net) displays strong positive correlation with the DAN, whose correlation also represents the strongest (positive) one (A). Analysis
focusing on gf network and its connections is shown in (B), displaying a hierarchy of similarity with the DAN, right and left fronto-parietal control networks as the most positively
connected networks, followed by posterior salience, basal ganglia and anterior salience. Negative correlations are also present, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, with only significant results
involving the dorsal DMN and primary visual network (p < 0.05 FDR). Note: RSN = resting-state network; ventral and dorsal DMN (venDMN, dorDMN); right and left executive control
networks (right EC, left EC); dorsal attention network (DAN), anterior and posterior salience networks (AntSN, PosSN), basal ganglia network (BG); language network (LANG); high and
primary visual networks (HighVIS, PrimVIS); precuneus network (PRECUN); auditory network (AUD); somatosensory network (SM).
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useful for the definition of closed-loop brain stimulation interventions
(Lustenberger et al., 2016), with increasing stimulation delivered over
the right prefrontal lobe according to trial difficulty. The similarity
between the gf network and the basal ganglia network is not entirely
surprising (Wartenburger, Heekeren, Preusse, Kramer, & van der Meer,
2009), considering previous studies documenting, for instance, a link
between intelligence and the caudate nuclei (Rhein et al., 2014),
(Melrose, Poulin, & Stern, 2007) and structures of the ventral and dorsal
striatum (e.g. caudate nucleus, putamen, and nucleus accumbens)
(Schlagenhauf et al., 2013), (Burgaleta et al., 2014). Evidence for the
contribution of subcortical structures to high order cognition is not
limited to intelligence (Cools, Gibbs, Miyakawa, Jagust, & D'Esposito,
2008; Landau, Lal, O'Neil, Baker, & Jagust, 2009), (Li, Yan,
Sinha, & Lee, 2008), (Moffat, Kennedy, Rodrigue, & Raz, 2007), sug-
gesting a need for models taking thalamo-cortical interactions into ac-
count.

4.2. Fluid intelligence and the default mode network

A mirrored pattern of connectivity is visible for a core RSN, i.e. the
default mode network (DMN). A negative correlation between “task-
positive networks” and the DMN has been proposed as a core feature of
spontaneous human brain functioning (Fox et al., 2005) and cognitive
performance (Spreng, Stevens, Chamberlain, Gilmore, & Schacter,
2010). Interestingly, the intensity of the negative correlation between
gf and DMN seems even higher than DAN and left/right ECN (Fig. 5B),
which are thought as the most negatively correlated networks with the
DMN (Fox et al., 2005). This might suggest the correlation between gf
and DMN as a core feature characterizing gf network dynamics at rest.
Indeed, the behavioral regression analysis identified a significant link
between the gf network and multiple functional clusters resembling
nodes of the DMN in both the SHARP and Siena datasets, with a strong

overlap in the infero-medial prefrontal component of the DMN.
Changes in the strength of the negative correlation between DMN

and task-positive networks (e.g. DAN, ASN, FPCN) have been docu-
mented in both healthy and pathological aging. Attenuation of the
negative correlation between DMN and DAN has been shown in healthy
aging participants for both spontaneous and task-related dynamics
(Spreng, Stevens, Viviano, & Schacter, 2016). Zhou et al. have docu-
mented disease-specific changes in the interplay between the DMN and
the anterior salience network (ASN) while comparing patients with
frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) with
healthy controls: the magnitude of significantly increase (in FTD) or
decrease (in AD) in negative correlation was related to the severity of
patients' cognitive decline (Zhou et al., 2010). This evidence suggests
that the correlation between DMN and the rest of the brain may re-
present a pivotal feature of optimal cognitive functioning. At the same
time, aging-related decline in gf is a characteristic of human cognition,
with a constant decrease in performance progressing from around
20 years of age (Salthouse, 2009). Our finding might reconcile the two
scenarios, as well as offer some insight on the cognitive reserve model
by Stern (2012), suggesting the negative correlation between the DMN
and the gf network as one of the possible mechanisms behind the aging-
related gf trajectory as well as the generalized cognitive decline ob-
served in neurodegenerative disorders.

4.3. Potential for network-based analysis of gf dynamics

The high similarity with fMRI RSNs topographies suggests the op-
portunity for a shift towards a framework where the interaction of gf,
RSNs and even regions of other cognitive functions of interest (e.g.
executive functions (Miyake et al., 2000; Miyake & Friedman, 2012))
can be tested using neuroimaging data. The idea that selective, re-
producible perturbation of the human brain might provide even more

Fig. 6. Modularity analysis. Nodes of the ALE maps representing overall gf activation (see Fig. 1) as well as activation clusters for higher complexity trials (gf_Comp in the present graph),
also see Fig. 2 in (Santarnecchi et al., 2017) are shown as part of a graph also including 90 regions of interest representing nodes of 14 resting-state networks as described in Shirer et al.
(2012). Nodal spatial proximity captures the modular structure of resting-state fMRI data, with gf regions primarily associated with regions of the DAN, followed by the AS and LECN.
Node size represents their nodal degree value. Connections are expressed as binary links with no information about connection strength. For visualization purposes, dotted-line boxes
zoom in on segregated section of the graphs. Note: dorsal and ventral default mode networks (vDMN, dDMN); right and left executive control networks (RECN, LECN); dorsal attention
network (DAN), anterior and posterior salience networks (AS, PS), basal ganglia network (BG); language network (LANG); high and primary visual networks (HVIS, PVIS); precuneus
network (PREC); auditory network (AUD); somatosensory network (SM).
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information than purely correlational approaches has been promoted in
the last two decades (Casali et al., 2013; Massimini, Boly, Casali,
Rosanova, & Tononi, 2009), and more recently with a focus on potential
applications for intelligence research (Santarnecchi & Rossi, 2016). The
field of NIBS is moving towards network-based stimulation approaches
(Ruffini, Fox, Ripolles, Miranda, & Pascual-Leone, 2014), suggesting
that stimulation of one single node of a network (Santarnecchi et al.,
2016), (Santarnecchi et al., 2013), (Pahor & Jausovec, 2014) may be a
reductive argument over the complexity of the human brain. The pos-
sibility of identifying network-level markers of gf abilities must become
a priority in order to increase knowledge of the neurobiological un-
derpinnings of human intelligence, as some recent advances in this
direction have documented for the general intelligence factor g (Hearne
et al., 2016). Transcranial electrical and magnetic stimulation ap-
proaches could be used to manipulate the negative correlation between
gf and prefrontal nodes of the DMN, with potential applications in both
healthy aging and neurodegenerative conditions.

5. Conclusion

The spontaneous organization of the evoked gf network confirms its
similarity with fronto-parietal regions of the human brain, suggesting a
tighter link to resting-state networks related to attention and cognitive
control. Results put forward the negative correlation with the default
mode network as a marker of individual differences in gf performance,
suggesting that the interaction between networks represents the neu-
rophysiological underpinnings of gf as well as the target for investiga-
tions aimed at its causal manipulation.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.intell.2017.10.002.
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